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fce-Stability in Differential Systems

*Sung Kyu Choi , **Yoon-Hoe Gu and *Hyun Sook Ryu

ABSTRACT. We investigate some properties -stability which is an 
/i-stability of exponential type.

1. Exponential asymptotic stability (EAS) and uniform Lipschitz 
stability (ULS) are the basic notions in stability theory for differential 
systems. EAS and ULS were investigated in [2] and [5] for ordinary 
differential equations. For functional differential equations EAS and 
ULS were studied in [4].

Pinto [6, 7, 8] introduced 九-stability (hS) which is an important 
extension of the notions of EAS and ULS. He introduced the concept 
of hS with the intention of obtaining results about stability for a 
weakly stable systems (at least, weaker than those given by EAS and 
ULS).

In this paper we investigate some properties of ^-stability which 
is an /i-stability of exponential type.

2. We consider the nonlinear nonautonomous differential system

⑴ x' = f(t,x), ⑦ (f0) = ⑦ o,
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where f E C1(Ia x Z>), Ia = [a, oo) and Z> is a region of Rn containing 
the origin. We assume that the Jacobian matrix fx = df/dx exists 
and is continuous on Ia x D and that f(i,0) = 0. The symbol | • | 
denotes arbitrary vector norm in Rn.

Let = :心o) be denoted by the unique solution of (1) 
through (toWo) for all i > <o > and for all xq G D.

Also, we consider the associated variational system

(2) 之' = /x(Z, ⑦(f,f0, ⑦o))之, 2世0)= 2：(h

Let (f>(t,to,XQ)= 으gz:(t,to,⑦o) be the fundamental matrix solution 
of (2).

Pinto[4] introduced 九-system by the following statements.
The system (1) (or the trivial solution:r = 0 of (1)) is called h-stable 

(hS) if there exist c > 1,^ > 0 and a positive bounded continuous 
function h on Ia such that

(*) k(<)l < 川시으(아Go)“1

ior t > to > a and pr()| < 스,

Also, the system (2) is 九-stable if there exist c > 1,6 > 0 and a 
positive bounded continuous function such that

(**) |^(i,io,^o)| < 사心)九(<0)—1

ior t > to > a and |xo| < .
If, in (*) and (**), h(t) is replaced by

h£(t) = h(t)eC€t, e > 0,

then the system is called h€-stable , and h(t) is replaced by

JW) = 7心)ec A(시…) ☆, A e 1x(4)
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then the system is called k£-stable.
We need the Alekseev formula for a comparison between the solu

tions of (1) and the solutions of the perturbed nonlinear system

(3) V = f(、t,y)+g(t,y), y(t0) = y0,

where g € C(Ja x D, Rn). We let y(t) = y(t, <o, !/o) denote the solution 
of (3) passing through the point (/0, yo) in Ia x D.

LEMMA 1 [1]. If yo E D C Rn, then for all t such that x(t^ to, ?/o) € 
D C Rn,

y(t,to,yo) = x(t,t0,y0) + / ds.
Jt0

LEMMA 2 [5]. Assume that x(t, '(), ⑦o) and x(t,to,yo) are solutions 
of (1) through (<0, 父0)and (to,?/o), respectively, which exist for t > to 
and such that xq and yo belong to a convex subset D of Rn. Then 
for t > fo,

:z：G北oU/o) — 찌],*0,文0)= /(f>(t,t0,x0 + s(y0 — x0))ds • (y0 — xQ). 
Jo

3. Note that if 之 = 0 of (2) is hS, then ⑦ = 0 of (1) is also hS 
because 고

:r(f,io,⑦o) = ( / <》(Mo,=)) 사)⑦o,
Jo

by Lemma 2 .
For the converse, we need a condition

(4) |/x(t, ⑦) 一 fx(t, 0)| < v(Z)|씨

for a: in a neighborhood of the origin, where fg v(s) ds < oo.
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LEMMA 3 [3]. Under the condition (4), if x = 0 of (1) is hS, then 
z = 0 of (2) is hS.

THEOREM 1. If z = 0 of (2) is hS and g(t,y) = gi(t,y) is satisfied

(5) 0iG,y)| < 시』)h/l, A e C(ja),

then the perturbed system (3) is also hS when A E Li(Za).

Proof. See [6].

Consider the perturbation g(t,y) = g2(t,y) with the conditions

|功2(切/)| 玄 피('), AfO = / i/(s) cLs — 0 as t -스 oo, v G C(Ia).

LEMMA 4. Under the conditions (6), assume that the positive con
tinuous function h deiined on Ia satisfy the following conditions:

(8)
y*H"l y•나‘1

0 < lim inf h(t) I /z(s)-1 ds < lim sup/z(f) / AGs)"”1 ds < oo.
t—oo t—oo

Then Jim h(t) f； ds = 0 for all T > a.

PROOF. See Lemmas 1 and 2 of [6].

LEMMA 5 [6]. Ifh satisfies the condition (7) , then there is a positive
constant N such that

h(t) < Ne—표

for t > a and M as in (7).
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THEOREM 2. Assume that the system (2) is hS and g(t수 y) satisfy 
(6), where h satisfies (7) and (8). Then the zero solution of (3) tends 
to zero as t — oo.

PROOF. See [Theorem 6, 2].

Now, we obtain an /^-stability property resulting from the pertur
bation of an 7i-system.

THEOREM 3. Assume that the system (2) is hS and g(t, y) = 
gr3(i,j/) satisfy

(9) |^3(^y)| < e\y\, 匕 > 0,

for y in a neighborhood of the origin, uniformly in t. Then the per
turbed system of (3) is h£-stable, where h£ = h(t)eC£t, and all solutions 
of (3) tend to zero as t — oo if h satisfy (7) and ce < 느 .

PROOF. Using Alekseev’s formula, we obtain

y(t) = = :r(i,to,J/o) + / <》(i,昌,j/(s))오3(<s,y(») ds.
Jt0

Therefore we have

h/WI = h/(』北o,j/o)| < k(Mo,yo)|+ / lOG，昌,:!/(昌))||引3(昌,?/(昌))I ds 
JtQ

< chW(OW))—1 +c [ 九(少(<”—1 이yGOI ds.
JtQ

By Gronwall’s inequality, we obtain

h/(OI < ch/olMX^Wo)—1 exp(c / e ds)
JtQ

= ch/o|/ie(f)/z£(fo)-1,
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where hs(t) = h(t)ecst.
If h satisfies (7), there exists N > Q such that |h(i)| < NeT느. 

Thus \h€(t)\ < Ne(ce— 뉴〉t, Therefore if ce < 느, then 이 = 0 of (3) is 
/i£-stable and he(t) -스 0 as f — oo. This completes the proof.

Next, we investigate ^-stability for the perturbed system

(10) yf = f(t,y)+gi(t,y) + g3(t,y), y(to) = z/o-

THEOREM 4. Under the conditions (5), (7) and (9), suppose that 
the system (2) is hS. Then

(i) for all to > a and yo small enough, all solutions y(t,to,yQ)of 
(10) are defined for all t > to,

(ii) the system (10) is a ks-stable and all solutions of
(10) tend to zero as i —> oo if A € £i(Za) and ce < 느, where 
k€(t) = h(i)exp{c jg(A(s) + e) ds}.

PROOF. By Alekseev’s formula, we have

y(i) =:z:(t,fo,J/o)+ / 3, t/(3)){(7i (s, y(5)) + g3(s, y(s))} ds.
JtQ

Thus

h/(')| < 이！/o|九(少Go)-1 + 사心) [ 7心)-1(A(s) + 匕)|以(이 ds 
JtQ

or

改)—1 h/(OI ☆h/U九(<o)—1 +c f AO)—VAC”+6：)h/0)| ds.
J t0
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Then by Gronwall’s inequality,

h/(0 < c|yo|M』)AGo)-1 exp{c [ (A(s) + e) ds}, 
Jt0

Therefore the solutions of (10) are defined for all t > io-
Put ke(t) = h(t) exp{c J^(A(3)+e) ds}. Then |y(t)| < c|yo|M《)MZo)—三 

By Lemma 5, h(t) •으 N『 누누 TV > 0 a constant. Then

fce(t) = 7z(i)exp{ c I (A(s) + e) ds}

玄 TVe-느

= C1e(푸-느)', where cr = NLe~ca£.

If ce < 느, then k£(t) is bounded and the system (10) is fc£-stable. 
Also, k€(t) —> 0 as t — oo. Therefore y(t) tend to zero as t — oo. 
This completes the proof.

REMARK 1. In Theorem 4, we can prove the system (10) as a 
perturbed system of (3-1) y1 = f(t,y) + gi(t,y) under the following 
condition:

(H) — G,(t,0)| 으 꼬(이씨, K e £1(Z«),

where G(t,x) = + For, by Theorem 1, the system
(3-1) is hS . So the fundamental matrix solution of (3-1) is hS by (H) 
and Lemma 3. Therefore for the solution of (10) we have the same 
conclusion of Theorem 3.

LEMMA 6. Under the hypotheses (6), (7) and (8),

A£(t) f (昌)—1沙(3)ds
J to
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tend to zero as t — oo, where ke(t) = h(t)exp{c J：(A(«s) + e) ds}, 
A G £i(Ia) and ce < 言.

PROOF. Since A(t) — 0 as t —> oo, for every 5 > 0 there exists T 
such that A(t) < 6 for t>T. Therefore we can compute

k€(t) i 사(昌)—1沙(s) ds
J t0

= ke(t)
t

(昌)—1 i/(s) ds.

The first term of the right side tends to zero by the proof of Theorem 
4 and the second term also tends to zero because 

k€(t) / A£(s)—1 沙(s) ds = 7i(f)exp{c / (A(r) + s) dr}
JT Ja

(A(r) + 匕) dr} ds

(A(r) + e) dr} z/(s) ds

= 九 (f)

< Lh(t) j Z心)—1 p(s) ds.

where L = sup exp{c J^(A(r)+e) dr}. By Lemma4 , h(t) 九(昌)—1 沙(呂) ds

tends to zero as i —스 oo. This completes the proof.

THEOREM 5. Under the conditions (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9), as
sume that the system (2) is hS and

(11) \Fx(t.x) — 凡(t,0)| < 7印)|이, K G 小⑷),

where F(f, x) = /(i, x) + 이i(Z, x) + 久化, x). Then for any to > a and 
yo small enough, the solutions j/(i,f()d/o) of the perturbed system

(12) y' = /(',!/) + 이i(M/) + s『2(M/) + 的(切/) 
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are defined for t >t()and for all to big enough, the solutions y(i, fo 5 J/o) 
tend to zero as Z —> oo if A G Zi (Za) and(汚 < 느 •

Proof. Let

y'=/(<川) + 功1(하 y) + 우 2(<, y) + 오여,?/)

=F(』,y) + g2(t,y).

From Theorem 4, the system x1 = F(t^ x) is》€-stable. The variational 
system 之' = 凡여,⑦⑦o))之 is fce-stable, that is,

|$(f,f0, ⑦0)| 으 仁져€(')져€('0)—1

where ①(f, Zo, ^o) = 읎체t, 'o, ▽) is the fundamental matrix solution 
of the variational system z1 = 凡(<,⑦흐o))之 of (10), by (11) and 
Lemma 3. Therefore we have

!/(<) = y(t,to,yo) = :r(t,io,yo) + / ①(t,3,y0))gr2(>,J/0)) ds.
JtQ

Thus

|y(《)| < 이!/o|MZ)M'o)—1 + cfce(i) [ 사오)-三心) ds.
J t0

Hence y(t) is defined on the whole interval [io, oo). For to big enough, 
the first term of the above tends to zero as t — oo by Theorem 4 and 
the second term of the above tends to zero as f —> oo by Lemma 6.

REMARK 2. In Theorems 1 〜 5, if we assume that (4) and ⑦ = 0 
of (1) is hS instead of the system (2) is hS, then we have the same 
conclusion by Lemma 3. In Theorem 5, if 6 = 0, i.e., g『3 = 0 and A € 
Li(Ia), then the solutions of the system yf = /(', y)+g『i(<, 이) + 우2(하 ！/) 

tend to zero as t — oo. Similarly, if A = 0, i.e., g\ = 0, then the zero 
solution of yf = f(t, y) + g『2(i, y) + 우3(f, y) tends to zero as / — oo.
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